Abstract-There are different equations to describe relations between different classes of Love-Shida numbers. In this study with the use of the time-varying gravitational potential an integral relation was obtained which connects tidal Love-Shida numbers (h, l, k), load numbers (h 0 , l 0 , k 0 ), potential free Love-Shida numbers generated by normal (h 00 , l 00 , k 00 ) and horizontal (h¢¢¢, l¢¢¢, k¢¢¢) stresses. The equations obtained in frame of present study is the only one which
Introduction
The improvement of accuracy of Earth tidal observations and increase the length of the monitoring period, especially in the case of gravitational tidal observations, recently allows high resolution separation of near-frequency waves and precise determination of their amplitudes (Ducarme 2012; Calvo et al. 2014; Van Camp et al. 2016) . At the same time interpretation of observation results requires a calibration accuracy at the 1% level . This is important for the interpretation of Earth tide data, because of relatively poorly known amplitude ratios. The amplitude ratios obtained from observations carried out with gravimeters are d 2 = 1 ? h 2 -3/2k 2 , with tiltmeters c 2 = 1 ? k 2 -h 2 , with strainmeters S //2 = h 2 -4l 2 and S kk = h 2 -2l 2 and with dilatometers f 2 = 2h 2 -6l 2 [1 -K/(K ? 2l)], where K and l are Lamé parameters and / and k the geographical latitude and longitude. On the basis of theoretical model calculations it can be assumed that k 2 * 0.5h 2 and l 2 * 0.15h 2 and at the surface of the Earth (r = a) K(a) * l(a), d 2 = 1 ? 1/4h 2 , c 2 = 1 -k 2 , S // 2 = 1/3h 2 , S kk2 = 2/3h 2 , f 2 = 3/4h 2 . This means that deviation from the absolutely rigid, inelastic Earth in case of gravity Earth tides is only 15%. In case of tilt and strain observations along latitude and longitude this deviations are 30, 20 and 40%, respectively, while for dilatational observations it is 45%. The free core nutation due to the dynamical effect of the liquid core is more pronounced in case of strain and dilatation measurements than for gravimetric and tilts observations:
The amplitude ratios derived from observations provide linear combinations of Love and Shida numbers but do not provide the numbers themselves. At the same time for study of many different geodetic and geophysical problems the numbers and not their combinations are needed. It may be, therefore, important to determine relationships between the Love-Shida numbers. A similarly important task is to derive relations between the tidal and other types of Love-Shida numbers, the load and potential free load numbers.
For the study of aforementioned problems the time-varying gravitational potential was determined in case of deformation generated by tide, tidal, load and potential free load with the use of the Love and Shida numbers in case of a symmetric non-rotating isotropic elastic model Earth. The Love-Shida numbers are determined in this case by the radial profiles of elastic Lamé parameters and density. Due to the mass conservation in case of elastic deformation the incremental mass density was inferred from the divergence of the product of initial mass density and the vertical displacement field. Melchior (1950) for the Ratio of Love Numbers h n and k n For ratio of Love numbers k n and h n Melchior (1950) obtained
Equation of
These ratios for n = 2-10 and n = 20 are shown on Fig. 1 .
In case of n = 2
The r.h.s. of this equation is a ratio of two Stokes constants: the mass (M) and polar moment of inertia (C) of the Earth. Consequently the ratio of the two Love numbers can be determined without any hypothesis concerning the inner structure of the Earth. According to Jeffreys (1959) 
where g(r) is the Radau function and for r = a it is (Moritz 1990 ). Consequently 
Relationships Between Different Types of LoveShida Numbers
The Love-Shida numbers can be obtained with the use of the inhomogeneous motion equation system given by Takeuchi (1953) , Molodensky (1953) , Alterman et al. (1959) . The solution of this system must satisfy three boundary conditions on the surface of the Earth which concern the normal stress (N(a)), the tangential stress (M(a)) and the derivative of the mass potential (L(a)) (Saito 1978) :
where a N ; a M ; a L can take the value 0 or 1 and n is the order of spherical harmonic describing the deformation.
In case of Earth tides boundary conditions a N ¼ a M ¼ 0 and a L = 1 determine the Love-Shida numbers h n , k n and l n . In case of a normal load acting on the surface of the Earth the triplet of parameters a N ¼ 1; a M ¼ 0 and a L = 1 allows to determine the load Love-Shida numbers h 0 n , k 0 n and l 0 n . If a potential free stress acting on the Earth surface (a L = 0) potential free Love-Shida numbers can be introduced (Molodensky 1977) 
The corresponding triplets are h 00 , l 00 , k 00 and h¢¢¢, k¢¢¢, l¢¢¢. The three different triplets are connected due to their physical meaning. The load numbers are sums of deformation due to normal stress and gravitational effect of loading masses:
Furthermore, according Molodensky (1977) the following equations can be introduced
From (5b) it follows
The validity of (6) can be checked with computation of Love numbers h n , k n and load number k 
The Gravitational Potential of a Deformable Body Generated by Tidal, Load and Potential Free Potentials
The aim of the next part of present study is to derive a mathematical expression which is composed by all three components of triplets and which is equally applicable for Love-Shida, for load and for potential free Love numbers. For this purpose an approach was developed which is not based on an inhomogeneous motion equation system given by Takeuchi (1953) , Molodensky (1953) , Alterman et al. (1959) .
The Newtonian equation for the time dependent deformation potential is (Grafarend et al. 1997 ) Table 1 Love numbers h n , k n and load number k 0 n calculated with the use of differential equation system of Molodensky (1953) on the basis of PREM for the degrees n = 2-4 n k n h n k 
The denominator in (7) could be expanded into the scalar surface spherical surface functions 
On the r.h.s. of (9) the first two terms represent the spheroidal displacements. The third term stands for the toroidal displacement fields connected to phenomena not discussed in this study. Furthermore, with unit vectors e r , e k , e / one can write R nm ¼ e r Y n;m ðk; /Þ ð 10aÞ
With the use of Eqs. (7)-(10a, 10b) the time dependent deformation potential is
The tidal displacement components could be represented as
where c is the mean gravity acceleration and the tidal potential expressed with spherical surface function is
Due to the radial symmetry of the Earth model used in this paper (11) can be given in a simpler form:
1646 P. Varga et al. Pure Appl. Geophys. With the use of orthonormality relations of the surface spherical harmonics (12) can be given in form:
Using some simplifications (13) can be written as
The partial integration of the last term of (14) gives
Therefore, (14) may be simplified:
The r.h.s. of (15) gives the potential variation generated by deformation of the Earth which can be written as
where k n (a) is the Love number to describe the potential variations due to deformations. Connection of (15) and (16) leads to a relation between the LoveShida numbers:
With the use of relative system of units: the unit of distance is a, the unit of the gravity the mean gravity acceleration c and the unit of the density is the mean density of the Earth (q mean = 5514 kg/m 3 ). In this system, G ¼ 3=4p; and (17) will be
And consequently for n = 2, 3, 4 
Conclusions
The importance of Eqs. (18)- (21) is that they are only relations which do not follow from the differential equation of motion usually used to calculate the Love-Shida numbers and consist the complete triplet h n , k n and l n of the same type. They were obtained without any considerations concerning the boundary conditions (3) and, therefore, they are valid both for tidal, load and potential free Love-Shida numbers. Vol. 175, (2018) Relation of Different Type Love-Shida Numbers 1647
With the use of (19) k 2 (a) = 0.3031 which is close to value in Table 1 (0.3035) .
On the r.h.s. of Eqs. (18)- (21) the first term describes the horizontal and the second the vertical displacements. Their contribution to the value of Love number k is almost equal to 0.148 and 0.146, respectively, in the case of n = 2. In case of the load numbers this ratio is different and significantly decreases with increasing n: 0 589 in case of n = 2 and 0.097 for n = 10.
